In this paper we propose a novel, almost automatic and semantic approach for integrating a set of XML sources. 
INTRODUCTION
The Web is presently becoming the most important infrastructure for both the publication and the exchange of information among various organizations. Its rapidly increasing and permeating diffusion, along with the easiness on accessing and exploiting it, allows us to foresee that it will play a key role in information management in the near future. In order to support such a role, XML (eXtensible Markup Language) has been proposed by the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) as the standard language for both representing and exchanging information on the Web. Such a proposal is having a wide success and most of the organizations operating on the Web are adopting, or will adopt, XML for both handling and disseminating their information. Certainly, XML plays a key role in supporting the interoperability of Web information sources; however, it is not enough to fulfill such a task. As a matter of fact, the heterogeneity of data exchanged over the Web regards not only their formats but also their semantics. XML allows to face the format heterogeneities; in order to successfully handle the semantic ones, an integration task is necessary. This paper aims at providing a contribution in this setting by proposing an approach for XML source integration. Our approach is characterized by the following features: (i) it is specialized for XML documents; (ii) it is almost automatic; (iii) it is semantic; (iv) it allows the choice of the flexibility degree against which the integration task is performed. In the following, we shall discuss these features in more detail.
• Our approach is specialized for XML documents. In the literature, various methodologies have been proposed for integrating information sources having different formats and structure degrees (e.g., databases, XML documents, OEM graphs, objectoriented sources and so on). Generally, they translate all involved information sources into a common representation (such as a hierarchical or a graph-based or an object-oriented one) and, then, carry out the integration activity. Other techniques have been proposed for operating only on a specific kind of sources, e.g., databases or XML documents. Our approach belongs to this latter group since it assumes all involved sources to be XML documents. With regard to this, it is worth observing that: (i) the integration of XML documents will play a key role in the future; (ii) the exploitation of generic approaches, capable of operating on information sources with different formats, for performing the integration of a set of XML sources (i.e., a set of sources having the same format), is unnecessarily expensive and inefficient. Indeed, it would require the translation of involved XML sources in another format as well as the translation of the integrated source from such a format back into XML.
•
Our approach is almost automatic. Owing to the enormous increase of the number of available information sources, all integration techniques proposed in the last years are semi-automatic; generally, they require the human intervention for both a pre-processing phase and the validation of obtained results. The overwhelming amount of sources available on the Web leads each integration task to operate on a great number of sources; this implies a further effort in conceiving more automatic approaches. Moreover, it is worth observing that most of the existing approaches are quite complex, based on a variety of thresholds, weights, parameters and so on; they are very precise but difficult to be applied and fine tuned when involved sources are numerous and complex.
The approach we propose in this paper is almost automatic and simple to be applied. It does not exploit any threshold or weight; therefore, the user intervention is required only for determining the flexibility degree (see below) and for validating the obtained results. The lack of thresholds and weights makes our integration approach simple and "'light" since it does not need a tuning activity.
Our approach is semantic. In the literature various studies proved that the semantics of concepts belonging to involved information sources needs to be considered during the integration task [1, 4, 6, 9] . Given two concepts belonging to different information sources, one of the most common way for determining their semantics consists in examining their neighborhoods since the concepts and the relationships which they are involved in contribute to determine their meaning. As a consequence, two concepts, belonging to different information sources, are considered semantically similar and are merged in the integrated source, if their neighborhoods are similar. In such a context, the closer to the involved concepts the neighborhoods are, the stronger their weights on determining the similarity of the two concepts will be. Our approach follows exactly such a philosophy.
• Our approach allows the choice of the flexibility degree against which the integration task must be performed. This is one of the most innovative features of our methodology. It derives from the consideration that applications and scenarios possibly benefiting of an integration task on the Web are numerous and extremely various. In some situations (e.g., in Public Administrations, Finance and so on) the integration process must be very severe in that two concepts must be merged only if they are strongly similar; in such a case a low flexibility degree is allowed. In other situations (e.g., tourist Web pages) the integration task can be looser and can decide to merge two concepts having some similarities but presenting also some differences. At the beginning of the integration activity our approach asks the user to specify the desired flexibility degree; this is the only information requested to her/him until the end of the integration task, when she/he has to validate obtained results. It is worth pointing out that, to the best of our knowledge, no other approach handling the information source integration at various flexibility levels has been previously presented in the literature. Interestingly enough, a classical approach can be seen as a particular case of the one presented in this paper in which a flexibility level is fixed and all concept merges are performed w.r.t, this level. Our approach behaves as follows: first it determines the neighborhoods of the elements and the attributes of the XML documents to integrate; these neighborhoods are, then, used for computing interscheme properties (i.e., terminological and structural relationships) [ 1, 6, 9, 14, 15, 16] holding among attributes and elements belonging to involved XML documents. After this, some of the obtained properties are exploited for modifying involved documents in order to make them structurally and semantically uniform. The modified documents are, finally, integrated for obtaining the global source. The plan of the paper is as follows: Section 2 is devoted to introduce some preliminary definitions; the construction of the neighborhoods is the argument of Section 3. Section 4 illustrates our technique for extracting interscheme properties; in Section 5 the algorithm for constructing the global source is presented. The description of related works, along with the analysis of their similarities and differences w.r.t, our approach, is the argument of Section 6. Finally, in Section 7, we draw our conclusions.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we introduce some concepts which are widely used throughout the paper. Here, we assume the availability of the DTD of the documents into consideration; however, it is not strictly needed. Indeed, all necessary DTD information can be inferred directly from the XML document with some additional computational costs. First we introduce the concept of x-component which allows both elements and attributes composing an XML document to be uniformly handled. instance of XD is optional or mandatory in each instance of XD'. In particular, the possible cardinalities for XD w.r. 
CONSTRUCTION OF X-COMPONENTS' NEIGHBORHOOD
In this section we formally introduce the concept of neighborhood of an x-component. As pointed out in the Introduction, such a concept plays a key role in the various algorithms which our framework consists of. Preliminarily we introduce some boolean functions allowing to determine the strength of the relationship existing between two x-components of an XML document D. These will be exploited by our framework for deriving interscheme properties and, consequently, for integrating the XML documents into consideration. 
near(xs, xT)=true }

An x-component in Nlxs x is called immediate neighbour of
Xs; we say also that XT is directly reachable from Xs. Generally, for each x-component, we are interested to all the various levels of neighborhood and not only to the immediate one. In order to specify these levels, it is necessary to introduce some definitions. 
IND(xs, XT) = 0 if Xs = XT or veryclose(xs, xT)=true IND(xs, XT) = 1 if close(xs, xT)=true
The following theorem is important for measuring the computational complexity of the neighborhood construction. We are now able to compute the cost of any connection from Xs to XT. Definition 13 Let D be an XML document and let Xs and xv be two x-components of D. The connection cost from Xs to xr, denoted by CC(xs, xr), is defined as:
CC(xs, xv) = IND(xs, xv) ifxv is directly reachable from Xs C ° CC(xs, xv) = min~ sv ifxv is indirectly reachable from Xs CC(xs, xv) = ~ ifxv is not reachable from Xs
Here min~ Csv ~ is computed over all possible x-component sequences connecting Xs and Xs.
The following proposition is particularly important and its proof is immediate. 
G(D).
Assume that the Dijkstra algorithm returns an array min_distances such that min_distances [/] represents the weight of the minimum path from xk to xj.
• Determining the costs of the connection from xk to all the other x-components of D as: 
CC(xk, xj) = min_distances[j], 1 <j< ~2CompSet(D)
ext-neighborhood(xs, j) = (k-)k=0..j neighborhood(xs, k)) k.) {Xs}
EXTRACTION OF INTERSCHEME PROPERTIES AMONG X-COMPONENTS
In this section we illustrate an approach for computing interscheme properties among x-components belonging to different XML documents. As pointed out in the Introduction, the knowledge of this properties is crucial for the integration activity. In this paper we shall consider the following interscheme properties, possibly holding between two x-components XA and xB, belonging to different XML documents:
• synonymy: it indicates that XA and xB represent the same concept and have either the same or compatible types (for type compatibilities see Definition 6 and Table 1 );
• homonymy: it denotes that xA and xB represent different concepts yet having both the same name and either the same or compatible types;
• type conflicts: it indicates that XA and xB represent the same concept yet having incompatible types. Our technique for computing interscheme properties is semantic [1, 6, 13] in that, in order to determine the meaning of an x-component, it examines the "context" which it has been defined in; in our approach the context of an x-component consists of the set of x-components belonging to its neighborhoods (see below). Our approach for computing interscheme properties requires the presence of a thesaurus storing lexical synonymies existing among the terms of a language. In particular, we have exploited the English language and the WordNet [ 11 ] thesaurus. The extraction of interscheme properties is carried out in two phases, namely: (i) the derivation of possibly existing similarities among x-components belonging to different XML documents; (ii) the extraction of interscheme properties starting from both the set of derived similarities and the x-component types. In the next two sub-sections we shall describe each of these steps into detail.
Derivation of similarities among x-components
As previously pointed out, in order to verify if two xcomponents xlj, belonging to an XML document D1, and x2k, belonging to an XML document D2, are similar, it is necessary to examine their neighborhoods. In particular, our approach operates as follows. In order to specify this concept we introduce a flexibility level and, in the first case, we say that xlj and x2k are similar with flexibility level 0 whereas, in the second case, we say that they are similar with flexibility level 1. In an analogous way it is possible to define similarities with flexibility levels greater than 1. Obviously, if two x-components have been found to be similar with flexibility level v, they must be considered similar with every flexibility level w such that v < w < n, where n is the maximum between p(CompSet(D~) and p(CompSet(D:). If all neighborhoods ofx~ and x:~ have been examined and no similarity has been found, we say that xlj and x:k are similar with flexibility level oo, i.e., they are dissimilar. As far as this last case is concerned, the following proposition is extremely important. We describe now our approach in a more formal way. are similar. In order to determine this, it is necessary to compute the objective function associated with the maximum weight matching relative to a specific bipartite graph obtained from the x-components of extneighborhood(xlj, u) and ext-neighborhood(x2k, u). In more detail, let BG(x~j, x2k, u) = <N, A> be the bipartite graph associated with ext-neighborhood(xlj, u) and extneighborhood(x2k, u) (in the following we shall use the notation BG instead of BG(x~j, x2k, u) when this is not confusing). In BG, N -P u Q represents the set of nodes; there is a node in P (resp., Q) for each x-component in extneighborhood(xlj, u) (resp., ext-neighborhood(x:~, u)). A is the set of arcs; there is an arc between Pe ~ P and qf ~ Q if a similarity between the names of the x-components associated with pe and qf exists in WordNet. The maximum weight matching for BG is a set A' c_ A of edges such that, for each node x ~ P u Q, there is at most one edge of A' incident onto x and A' is maximum (for algorithms solving the maximum weight matching problem, see [7] ). The objective function associated with the maximum weight matching is computed as: q~BO = l if(2 A')/(P + Q)> ½
(PBO = 0 otherwise
This formula derives from the consideration that two sets of objects can be considered similar if the number of similar components is greater than the number of the dissimilar ones or, in other words, if the number of similar components is greater than half of the total number of their components. We present now the following results, allowing the computational complexity associated with the extraction of x-components' similarities to be determined.
Theorem 3 Let D~ and D2 be two XML documents. Let xlj (resp., x2k) be an x-component of D1 (resp., D2). Let u be an integer greater than or equal to 0. 
((u+l) x n3).
Derivation of interscheme properties
In the previous section we have shown how x-component similarities can be derived from a pair of XML sources. However, their knowledge is not sufficient on its own for determining interscheme properties. As a matter of fact, the knowledge about the types of x-components into consideration is as important as the knowledge of their semantic similarities. Indeed, two x-components might be semantically similar and have the same type: in this case a synonymy holds between them. Vice versa, a semantic similarity could exists between two x-components having different types: in this case a type conflict exists between them. In order to formally specify these concepts, the following definitions are needed.
Definition 17 Let D1 and D2 be two XML documents and let xlj (resp., x2k) be an x-component of D1 (resp., D2). Let u be a non-negative integer.
• We say that a synonymy holds between x~j and x2k with a flexibility level equal to u if similar (xlj, x2k, u 
#PCDATA component of x2k, values of the attribute
Identifier are assigned automatically during the normalization.
• it creates an IDREF attribute x2A of x2u in such a way that each instance of x2u refers, via the attribute x2A, to an instance ofx2k'; • it removes x2k from D2; • it eliminates the tuple [xlj, x2 k'] from FKTCD;
• it adds a synonymy [xlj, x2k'] to SD.
In the same way all the other first kind type conflicts are solved and transformed into synonymies. After D1 and D2 have been normalized, the construction of Dc can start. The first step of this activity consists in the creation of an x-component xcj (resp., xck) in Dc for each component xlj (resp., x2k) of D1 (resp., D2). xcj (resp., xck) is a duplicate of x~j (resp., x2k) in De; in particular, it has the same name, the same type, the same attributes (if any) participating with the same cardinality, the same subelements (if any) participating with the same cardinality in D1 (resp., D2) -obviously, when we mention the "same attributes" and "same sub-elements" we intend the attributes and the sub-elements in Dc corresponding to the attributes and the sub-elements of xlj (resp., x2k). In the following, xcj (resp., xck) will be called the global duplicate of xlj (resp., xek) in Dc whereas xlj (resp., xek) will be referred as the local copy of xcj (resp., xck) in D1 (resp., D~).
At the end of this step Dc could contain some redundancies and/or ambiguities. In order to remove them and, consequently, to refine De, dictionaries SD, HD, FKTCD and SKTCD must be examined and some tasks must be performed for each of the properties they store.
First synonymies between elements stored in the SD must be considered. In particular, for each synonymy [xlj, xek] existing in SD such that both xlj and xek are elements, the corresponding global duplicates xc~j and xcek must be merged into an element xcjk. In order to perform this task the following steps must be executed: 1.
The name of xcjk is set to either the name of xc~j or the name ofxcek; 2.
If the content specification of both xc~j and xcek is ANY (resp., EMPTY, #PCDATA) then the content specification of xcjk is ANY (resp., EMPTY, #PCDATA); 3.
If the content specification of xc~j (resp., xcek) is ANY and that of xcek (resp., xclj) is different from ANY then the content specification of xcjk is the OR of the content specifications ofxc~j and xae~. 4 .
If the content specification of xa~j (resp., xaek) is EMPTY and that of xae~ (resp., xa~fl is different from ANY or EMPTY then the content specification of xaj~ is the OR of the content specifications ofxa~ and xae~.
. .
If the content specification of xc~j (resp., xc2k) is #PCDATA and that of xc:k (resp., xclj) is different from ANY, EMPTY and #PCDATA, then the content specification of xcjk is the OR of the content specifications of xc~j and xc:k. If the content specification of both xc~j and xc:k consists of a set of sub-elements then also the content specification of xcj~ consists of a set of sub-elements. In particular, the set of sub-elements ofxaj~ is obtained by considering the union of the set of sub-elements of xal~ and xa:k. If a synonymy [x~], x:~'] exists in SD such that x~' (resp., x:~') is the local copy of a subelement xa~' (resp., xa:~') of xa~j (resp., xa:~) then xal~' and xa:k' are merged in xa~'. The cardinality of xa~' is obtained from the cardinalities of xa~' and xa:~' by applying rules described in Table 2 . 
XG2k'
1 zero-to-one one-to-many zero-to-many exactly-one zero-tozero-to-one zero-to-many zero-to-many zero-to-one one one -tozero-to-many one -to-many zero-to-many one -to-many many zero-tozero-to-many zero-to-many zero-to-many zero-to-many many exactlyzero-to-one one-to-many zero-to-many exactly-one one 7 .
If the content specification of xc~j (resp., xc2k) consists of a set of sub-elements and the content specification of xc:k (resp., xc~j) consists of an OR of other content specifications then the content specification of xcjk consists of the OR of the content specifications of xclj and XG2 k.
8.
If the content specification of both xc~j and xc:k consists of an OR of other content specifications then the content specification of xcjk consists of the OR of the content specifications ofxc~j and xc:k. 9.
The set of attributes of xcjk is obtained from the union of the sets of attributes of xc~j and xc:k. If there exist two attributes xc~A and xc:A, such that a synonymy holds between the corresponding local copies, then they must be merged into an attribute xc~:A; the name of XG12A is the name of either xclA or XG2A; the type of XC12A is determined from those of XClA and XC2A by applying the rules shown in Table 3 ; the cardinality of xc~2A is obtained from those Of XG1A and xc2A by means of the rules shown in Table 4 . After all synonymies have been examined, homonymies and second kind type conflicts must be analyzed. 
RELATED WORK
In the literature a large variety of approaches has been proposed for integrating XML data sources. In this section we provide a brief description of the most interesting ones and highlight their similarities and differences w.r.t, our approach. The approach proposed in [2] carries out the integration of XML documents with the support of interscheme properties. Our approach has some similarities with that described in [2] . Indeed, both of them: (i) are rule-based [16] ; (ii) derive interscheme properties which are, then, exploited for carrying out the integration task; (iii) propose a type conflict resolution strategy. However, the two approaches have several differences. In particular: (i) The general philosophies underlying them are quite different; indeed, the approach proposed in [2] privileges the accuracy of the results to the detriment of computational complexity; vice versa, the computations required by our methodology are less expensive. In our opinion, this last feature becomes crucial in a Web-oriented context where the number of sources to integrate is large.
(ii) The intervention of the human expert required by the approach proposed in [2] is heavier than that needed by our approach.
(iii) Our methodology allows the choice of different flexibility degrees in such a way that a user can adapt it to the application context which she/he operates on. The approach proposed in [10] integrates information sources with different representation formats (e.g., E/R, UML, XML). This approach and our own differ mainly because the former has been conceived for allowing the integration of data sources characterized by a large variety of formats; vice versa, the latter has been designed for integrating only XML documents. As a consequence, in order to integrate two XML documents, the approach of [10] needs to translate them in HDM and the global representation back in XML. In [12] an approach for translating data from a source format to a target one is described. This approach is quite different from our own in its purposes and perspectives. However, it is interesting in that it performs a semantic scheme match operation appearing quite analogous to our interscheme property extraction strategy. In particular, both the approaches exploit the neighborhood affinities for determining the semantic similarity of two objects. In [9] Cupid, a system for deriving interscheme properties among heterogeneous information sources, is presented. The interscheme property derivation is performed by carrying out two kinds of examinations, named linguistic and structure matchings. Some differences can be detected between Cupid and our approach. Firstly, the only purpose of Cupid is the extraction of interscheme properties. Secondly, Cupid has been conceived for handling a large variety of data source formats; vice versa, our approach is specialized for XML documents. Thirdly, Cupid does not allow to specify a flexibility level. Finally, since the activities Cupid performs for extracting properties are numerous and sophisticated, the obtained results are more precise than those returned by our approach but the required time and user intervention for carrying out the extraction activity are greater than those needed by our methodology. In [5] an XML-based integration approach, capable of handling various source formats, is presented. This approach and our own share the following features: (i) they operate on XML documents; (ii) they carry out a semantic integration; (iii) they handle type conflicts. The main differences between the approach of [5] and our own are: (i) the approach of [5] requires to translate the DTD of involved XML documents in ORM/NIAM; vice versa, our approach directly operates on XML documents; (ii) the global scheme constructed by the approach of [5] is represented in ORM/NIAM whereas the integrated source returned by our approach is represented in XML; (iii) the approach of [5] is quite complex and, therefore, it is more difficult than our own to be applied when involved sources are numerous. [8] describes an approach performing the integration of data sources with different formats. This approach and our own are similar in that: (i) both of them are semantic; (ii) in both of them the integration is light, even if the approach of [8] requires a translation phase before the integration activity;
(iii) both of them exploit a lexical dictionary, in particular WordNet; (iv) both of them are almost automatic. The two approaches present also various differences; in particular: (i) the approach of [8] has been conceived for integrating various information source formats whereas our own is specialized for XML; (ii) the approach described in [8] requires to translate input data sources into the HDG formalism before carrying out the integration task whereas our approach does not need the translation of involved sources into a support formalism; (iii) the interscheme properties exploited for guiding the integration activity are different in the two approaches; in particular, [8] defines the relationship >> indicating if a concept is an hypernym or an ancestor of another, whereas our approach exploits synonymies, homonymies and type conflicts. In [17] the DIXSE (Data Integration for XML based on Schematic Knowledge) tool is presented, aiming at supporting the integration of a set of XML documents. This approach shares many features with our own. Indeed: (i) both of them are semantic; (ii) both of them operate on XML documents; (iii) both of them exploit structural and terminological relationships for carrying out the integration activity; (iv) both of them consider type conflict. The main differences between the two approaches reside in the technique for deriving interscheme relationships; indeed, [17] requires the support of the user whereas our approach derives them automatically. In this way, properties obtained by applying the approach of [17] could be more precise than those returned by our technique but, when the number of sources to integrate is high, the effort required to the user might be particularly heavy.
In [4] an approach, named LSD (Learning Source Description), for carrying out scheme matching activities, is proposed. Differently from most of the other approaches proposed in the literature, as well as from ours, LSD exploits machine learning techniques for deriving properties. Interestingly enough, LSD requires quite a heavy support of the user during the initial phase, for carrying out training tasks. After this phase, no human intervention is required. Both LSD and our approach operate mainly on XML sources. They differ expecially in their purposes; indeed, LSD aims at deriving interscheme properties whereas our approach has been conceived mainly for handling integration activities. In addition, as far as the interscheme property derivation is concerned, it is worth observing that LSD is "learner-based" whereas our approach is "rule-based" [16] . Finally, LSD requires a heavy human intervention at the beginning and, then, is automatic; vice versa, our approach requires a minor human intervention during the pre-processing phase but needs a further intervention at the end for validating obtained results. [3] describes the YAT system whose purpose is to support the conversion of data coming from heterogeneous sources. YAT and our approach have a similarity in that both of them carry out scheme match activities. However, they are quite different in their purposes; indeed, YAT has been conceived for data translation whereas our approach concentrates mainly on XML document integration.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed an approach for the integration of a set of XML sources. We have shown that our approach is specialized for XML documents, is almost automatic and semantic and allows the choice of the flexibility degree against which the integration activity must be performed. Finally, we have examined various other related approaches previously proposed in the literature and we have compared them with ours by pointing out similarities and differences. Presently we are working for constructing a prototype implementing these ideas in such a way to test the computational performance of the approach and the quality of the results it obtains. In the future we plan to exploit this approach in various application contexts typically benefiting of data source integration, such as Cooperative Information Systems, Data Warehouse, Semantic Query processing and so on.
